Option 3 Assignment

Adult roles
Marriage Cost Assignment
Name_______________________________

- Girls
Period_________

You have the chance to plan your own wedding! Your assignment will be to estimate how much it will cost for the
engagement, marriage, reception, honeymoon, etc.You need to be as realistic as possible with money you will have to
spend. Ask your parents how much money they will give you and then think of the money you have and the money that
your future in-laws might supply. You will list today what you anticipate the cost to be and at the end of the assignment
you will list the actual price. You will then compare dreams with realities. Work within a budget as you plan and prepare
this assignment. It will be helpful. Be descriptive and careful as you make choices for your wedding. Take time and
make this assignment neat so that you can use it in the future. Include pictures and printouts from actual business as
you visit them. You may also include pictures out of magazines, or from the internet. Make sure you identify the place
you are getting the item from and the cost. You need to put your assignment in a nice folder.
For each item you must have the following information (place the information by the picture):
°E
a picture
°E
the place you are getting the item from
°E
the price
At the end of your project write 2 summary pages that should include all of the following:
°E
what I learned from this assignment
°E
my feelings about money
°E
paying for weddings
°E
amount of time spent on after marriage planning
°E
are weddings worth the money spent
THE SECOND PAGE OF THE SUMMARY WILL INCLUDE A COST BREAK DOWN FOR EACH OF THE 17 SECTIONS
AND A FINAL TOTAL.

ASSIGNMENT DUE:
________________________________
*Put this page in your folder when you turn in your assignment*
ITEMS IN
FOLDER: EACH
ITEM IS WORTH
12 POINTS

MY
ESTIMATE ($)
(Do this before
you start)

ACTUAL
PRICE
($)

Wedding Dress
Grooms Tuxedo

------------

Brides Ring

------------

Grooms Ring
Brides Maids
Dresses
Grooms Gift
Invitations
Luncheon
Decorations/Food

Teache
r Score

Reception
Wedding Cake
Decorations
Refreshments
Photography
Guest Book
Brides Bouquet

------------

Other Flowers

------------

Subtotal (Cost of
Wedding)

/204
Assignment is in
a folder &
summary is neat,
well- written
(50pts)
Includes Pictures,
samples and
pamphlets (40pts)
Assignment is in
the correct order
and looks neat!
(30pts)
GRAND TOTAL

324Pts
/324

